Jane’s Intelligence Briefings

Jane’s Online Intelligence Briefings are 45-60 minute briefings providing deep analysis into the most current issues.

1: Locating Jane’s Online

The NWC Learning Commons is found on the main toolbar at the top of the NWC website. When working remotely, authenticate into the library’s resources using Blackboard.

www.usnwc.edu

Click into the Learning Commons

Use Blackboard when working remotely

Click into the Databases A-Z listing

Click into the “J” to find Jane’s Online
2: Finding the Intelligence Briefings

If the *Intelligence Briefings* are not visible on the page, notice the side arrow in the upper-left of the page just under the word *Home* on the toolbar.

Click the side arrow to retrieve an items list of *Jane’s* content. The *Intelligence Briefings* will head the item list.

Click and drag "*Intelligence Briefings*” to add the widget to dashboard for the session

Click and drag the “*Intelligence Briefings*” in the outlined space
A full listing of the **Intelligence Briefings**